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Appendix E: Photo Inventory

Figures 1-24: Existing Conditions in the Project Area
(Figures 1-4: CVWD Sheep Exclusion Fence)

Figures 25-48: Rancho Mirage Sheep Exclusion Fence
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**Figure 1:** Looking north from the Coachella Canal. CVWD sheep exclusion fence on left. SilverRock golf course on right.

**Figure 2:** Looking north along CVWD sheep exclusion fence. Coachella Canal on right. Project staff shown for scale.

**Figure 3:** Looking south along Coachella Canal. CVWD sheep exclusion fence on right. SilverRock golf course on left.

**Figure 4:** Looking south from the mountain side of the CVWD sheep exclusion fence.
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Figure 5: Coachella Canal crosses through portions of SilverRock golf course

Figure 6: SilverRock golf course adjacent to foothills (bridge over Coachella Canal is visible to the left)

Figure 7: SilverRock golf cart path adjacent to foothills

Figure 8: SilverRock golf course stairs adjacent to rocky terrain
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Figure 9: PGA West golf course greens and cart path adjacent to Santa Rosa foothills (looking south)

Figure 10: PGA West golf course greens and cart paths adjacent to foothills (looking north)

Figure 11: PGA West homes in proximity to golf course (looking east)

Figure 12: Four Peninsular bighorn sheep grazing in PGA West yards (looking northeast)
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Figure 13: PBS grazing on golf course greens (PGA West)

Figure 14: PBS grazing on golf course greens (PGA West)

Figure 15: PBS feeding on golf course vegetation (PGA West)

Figure 16: PBS grazing in close proximity to golfer (PGA West)
Figure 17: PGA West golf course adjacent to toe of slope

Figure 18:PGA West golf course adjacent to toe of slope

Figure 19: Adjacent to west boundary of Quarry golf course
(looking west)

Figure 20: Adjacent to west boundary of Quarry golf course.
Cart path and greens visible to the left. (looking south)
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Figure 21: Cobbles and boulders near Quarry golf course’s northwest lobe

Figure 22: Sandy substrate near Quarry golf course’s northwest lobe

Figure 23: Fairway on the Quarry golf course’s northwest lobe

Figure 24: Varied terrain near the Quarry golf course’s northwest lobe
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Figure 25: Chain link materials

Figure 26: Diagonal spacing

Figure 27: Vertical spacing alternative

Figure 28: Vertical spacing
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Figure 29: Flapper gates in lower portion of fence

Figure 30: Flapper gate in lifted position

Figure 31: Gaps eliminated at ground surface

Figure 32: Substrate covering gaps at ground surface
Rancho Mirage Sheep Exclusion Fence
Constructed 2002
Rancho Mirage, California

Figure 33: Concrete footer

Figure 34: Construction challenges on sloping terrain

Figure 35: Footer in rocky terrain

Figure 36: Signage
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Figure 37: Vehicle gate

Figure 38: Pedestrian gate

Figure 39: Connection to pre-existing fence

Figure 40: Filling gap between walls
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Rancho Mirage Sheep Exclusion Fence
Constructed 2002
Rancho Mirage, California

Figure 41: Adjacent to sidewalk

Figure 42: Obscured by vegetation

Figure 43: Adjacent to sidewalk

Figure 44: Chain link fence on ridgeline above structure